This paper deals with maximization of set f'unctions delined as minimum values of monotone linkage functions. In previous research, it has been shown that such a set function can be maximized by a greedy type algorithm over a family of all subsets of a finite set. ln this paper, we extend this finding to meet-semilattices.
1.. Introduction ' Many combinatorial optimization problems can be formulated as: for a given set system over E (i.e,, for a pair (E,g)whereF c2E is afamilyof feasiblesubsetsof finiteset E), andforagivenfunction F :9 -+ R, findan element of F for which the value of the function F is minimum or maximum. In general, this optimization problem is NP-hard, but for some specific functions and for some specific set systems polynomial algorithms are known. The famous examples are modular cost functions that can be optimized over matroids by a polynomial greedy algorithm [6] and bottleneck functions that can be maximized over greedoids [8] . Another example is set functions defined as minimum values of monotone linkage functions. Such a set function can be maximized by a greedy type algorithm over the family of all subsets of E [10, 14, 19] , over antimatroids and convex geometries [9, 11, 15] , and join-semilattices [16] . In this paper, we extend these results to meet-semilattices.
Meet-semilattices are present in many areas of mathematics. For example, we car cite conceptual clustering [7, 13] which deals with discovering conceptual structures of data. These structures allow the analysis of dependencies among complex data. In many cases, the data is given as an object-attribute table. Subsets of objects corresponding to all E -ttzail addre s s : yuliak@hit.ac.il (Y. Kempner). possible combinations of attributes form a meet-semilattice. This phenomenon is currently a subject of interest in conceptual clustering.
Meet-semilattices are also used in investigations of relational databases. One of the most important branches of the theory o{'relational databases is the design ofdatabase schemes based on the theory offunctional dependencies. It has been shown [3] that functional dependencies may be represented as a closure semilattice. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives basic information about monotone linkage functions. We show that on meet-semilattices, the class of functions defined as the minimum values of monotone linkage functions coincides with the class of quasi-concave set functions. Section 3 deals with the construction of an efficient algorithm for maximizing quasi-concave functions which are associated with monotone linkage functions. A quasi-concave function determines in a meet-semilattice a chain of included upper level sets, each of which is itself a meet-semilattice. This structure allows the construction of a polynomial algorithm that finds a minimal set on which the value of a quasi-concave function is maximum. One of the critical steps of this algorithm is a set closure. In Section 4, we consider algorithms of closure construction for a number of different meet-semilattices.
Preliminaries
Monotone linkage functions were introduced by Mullat [7] . Here we will give some necessary definitions. A function n : E x 2E -+ R is called a monotone linkage function if foreach X,Y c E andx e E, X c Y implies n(x, X))n(x,Y).
Consitler F : (2E -{E}) -+ R defined for each X c E jq'(X): min zr(x, X).
xeE-X
The function F satisfies the fcrllowing condition:
for each X, Y C E, F(X n Y) ) min{F(X), f (y)}.
A function F :2E + R satisfying (3) is called a quasi-cancave setfunctionll2). These functions were studied in [10, 191 . In particular, a simple polynomial algorithm for maximizing quasi-concave functions of the form (2) was developed. This algorithm finds a minimal set X C E that maximizes the function F.
Inthispaper,weextendtheseresultstoameet-semilattice.Thefamily g c2E isameet-semilatticeif AnB < g for each A, B e 9. Further we use the term "semilattice" to mean "meet-semilattice".
. A set function F defined on a semilattice I is a quasi-concave function if for each A, B e .y -lBl,
In the following theorem we show that on semilattices, the class of set functions defined as the minimum values of monotone linkaee f'unctions coincides with the class of quasi-concave set functions.
Theorem l, A set function F defined on a semilatlice I is a quasi-concave function d and only if there exists a monotone linkage function n such that F(X): tninre E-X n(x, X) for each X € g -IEl.
Proof. If amonotonelinkagefunctionzisgiven,then F(Xn y): rc(x*,X ft f),where x* € arg min*.s-1ynr,n(x, X AY1.1
Without loss of generality, assume that;* e E -X. Thus, F(X n Y)2n(x*, x)> r(X) ) min{F(X), l'(y)}. AelX,E-xl7 " AelY,E-xly
It is easy to verify the remaining cases. Let us denote G(X) : min,s6p-y nr(x, X), and prove that F : G on .9 -{E}. Now, foreach X e g -{El
where xn € arg min"6E -x nr(x, X).
On the other hand,
where Ar is a set from [X, E -xlg on which the value of the function F is maximal, i.e.,
A* e arg max F(A).
From quasi-concavity of F it follows that /\ min F(A*)(Fl n a'l:ic'1x;.
xeE-x \er-x I Therefore, G(X) < F(X), and, hence, F = G, i.'e., F(X) = min*66-7g nrk, X). ! Consider the following optimization problem: given a semilattice g c 2E and a monotone linkage f'unction n: Ex2E --> R,findaf'easiblesetA e g-{El,suchthatF(A):max{F(B)
: B e I -{E}},wherethe function F is defined by (2) . From quasi-concavity it follows that the set of optimal solutions is also a semilattice with a\nique minimal element. Our goal in this paper is to find this minimal element, which we call the minimal maximizer.
Minimal maximizers of quasi-concave functions
Consider the following operator: t n{A I X c A, A e 91, lX,Elsr lQ, r(X): { t E otherwise.
If 9 is a semilattice, r(X) is the smallest setin g containing X (if such a set exists). In other words, r(X) is the null of the semilattice [X, E]g if the semilattice is not empty, and it is defined as E otherwise.
Note that a semilattice "iZ should not have a maximal element, and we use the element E only for the definition of the operator ?. It is straightforward to check that the operator s has the properties of a closure operator:
So, r(X) is a closure of X.
We assume that a procedure for finding a closure r(X) for each X C d is available. Later we will consider some examples of efficient closure constructors.
To find the minimal maximizer of a quasi-concave function F, consider initially the special structure that function F determines on a semilattice. It has been already noted that the family of feasible sets maximizing function F is a semilattice with a unique minimal element. Denote this family by .To, and let a0 be the value of function F on the sets from {0 .We denote by {t the family of sets which maximize function F over I * f0 , ancl by al the value of function F on these sets. Continuing this process, we have g :U',:o,Ti , where t * I is a number of clifferent values off'unctionF.Itiseasytoseethat 9i:U!-_o{iisasubsemilatticeof g,wheregi:tX € g-{EI: F(X))eil. We call these subsemilattices u.pper level semilattices. Denote by K; the minimal element (null) of dre upper level semilattice 9 i.Since 9i g 9i+.t,weobtain K0 : Kl : ... f K/, where Kt isthenullof the semilattice 9.
LetK0:,I10 ) Ht )...) H':Ktbethesubchainof alldifferentnullsof thechainK0: Kl )...) Kx. Thus, to find a minimal maximizer, we have to find a null I10. In fact, we construct an algorithm that finds the complete chain 110 ) Ht f ,'. ) Hr of different nulls. This chain of "local maxirnizers"2 has a number of interestins
We define for any real number u the u-level set of afamily I as .Fu:{Xefr:F(X)>ul.
It is obvious that the z-level set of some semilattice is also a semilattice when F is quasi-concave. The following is an algorithm, which for a given threshold u and fora given set X C E returns the null of non-empty (g nlX, El),. The algorithm is motivated by the main procedure from [8] .
The Level-Set Algorithm (u, X). l.SetA:r(X) 3.WhileAlEdo 3.1 Set Iu(A): lx < E -A : tt(x, A) (u) 3.2If Iu(A) : A then stop and return A 3.3 Set A:r(AU Iu@)) 4. Return A. Theorem 2. Letg c2E beasemilattice.Then,foreverymonotonelinkagefunctionnandthecorrespondingfunction F(X) = min166-y n(x, X) the Level-Set Algorithm (u, X) returns the null of non-empty semilattice (g n lX, El)u and returns E when this u-Ievel set is empty.
Proof. At first, consider the case when the algorithm returns A * E. Since Iu(A):
O, p(l)>u, i.e., A e (9 n[X,EDu.It remains to prove that A is the null of the a-level set, i.e., that B e (g n [X;E]), impliesA c B.Supposetheoppositewastrue,andlett(X):XoCXt C'.'C Xn:Abeasequenceof setsgenerated bythealgorithm,whereXi+t:r(XiUIr(Xi))for0(i<ft.SinceBe(9O[X,El)u,wehaveXcB,andthus Xo:r(X) c r(B):B.Ontheotherhand,since A{B,thereexiststheleastintegerTforwhich X1(n.fnenXi-1c B, andthereexistsx; < Iu(X1-r) thatisnotinB.Forif notI"(X1_ r) c B,whichimpliesXT-r UI"(X1-) c B,and then (from the closure operator properties) X j : r(X j -r tl I"(X 1-)) c r(B) : B, contradi cting X jgB. He\ce If the algorithm retttrns A : E, then (9 n [X, E])& : O. Assuming the opposite, then there is a non-empty set B e (9 n [X, E'])u and B C A. Similarly to the first part of the proof, we obtain that f'(B) ( a, a contradiction. n Note that for an empty a-level set the Level-Set Algorithm returns E rather than A. We do it for more convenient use of this algorithm in the following Chain Algorithm. The Chain Algorithm finds the chain of all local maximizers fbr a non-empty semilattice J/.
The Chain Algorithm (8,.9 Proof. First,provethatforeachl:0, l,...,p,fTisthenullofsomeupperlevelsemilattice. Itisclearthatif F(f7): nr, then l'1 e L1. To prove that /i is the null of ly, we have to show that fbr each A e g -{El, e/li implies F(A) < F(f t). Supposethattheoppositeis true, and letk betheleastintegerforwhichthereexists A e I * {E}, such thatA//f7;andF(A)7F(fil.Notethatk>0,becausefs:r(Q)isthenullof semilattice g,andsoAy'fonever holds. The structure of the Chain Algorithm implies F(f i > F(fr-r). Hence F(A) > F(/-r-r) and, consequently, A> f r-t.ThusA e (9nlf p-1, E))u,whereu:f(f p). Ontheotherhand,fromtheChainAlgorithmconstruction it follows that f7, is the null of (9 a llr-t, E))", i.e., A :: fft, a contradiction.
Itremainstoshowthatforeachnull Flrthereexistsl e {0,7,..., p) suchthatfl=FI'.Assumetheopposite,andlet Fli be a minimal (by inclusion) null for which the statement is not correct. Since I/' :4A):
fo, it follows Ihat .j < r, i.e., there exists / € {0, 1 , .., pt such that Hi+l -f7. From Fqil> Fgti+t1: F(1-r) and Hi ) Hi+t: fr, it fbllows that Ht e (g nlI't, El)u,where u: F(f D. Thus H/ ) I't+t, where f111 is the null of (9 O [], E]),. On the other hand, since f111 is the null of some upper level semilattice and Hi is the closest null to I1r+1, this implies that /)+r ) Hi ) 11it-t -1l. Hence Hi : l'.t.t, a contradiction. n Corollary 4. Let g c 2E be a non-empty semilattice. Then, for every monolone linkage functiort rc, the Chain 'Algorithm finds a minimal maximizer of the quasi-concave function F (X) : minrs6-y n(x , X).
Consider the complexity of the Chain Algorithm. In the worst case in each step the algorithm hnds only one element with the minimal value of the function n, i.e., llu(A)l : 1. Then the Chain Algorithm finds the minimal maximizer in O(lEl(f + PlE l)) time, where Z is the maximum complexity of closure (r) computation, and P is the maximum complexity of n computation. In some clustering problems [10] , the complexity of zr computation is O(lEl), and so the complexity of the algorithm is O(lEl(f + IEPD.
Algorithms for closure construction
The efficiency of the closure construction depends on the representation of a semilattice. In this section we consider two forms. In the first case, a semilattice is represented by a set of irreducible elements; the intersection of these elements determines all elements of the semilattice. In the second case, a semilattice is specified by a quasi-concave function.
In addition to these two cases, we consider a convex geometry that is a specific case of a semilattice. Two algorithms of closure construction for a convex geometry-{epending of its representation-are also presented.
I.Setofirreducibleelemenfs: AnelementX e giscalled(meet)-irreducibleif X:YOZ,whereI, Z e g,implies X : Y or X : Z.The set of all irreducible elements is denoted by M(9). Every elementof g is an intersection of elementsfromM(9). Sincet(X):O{A I X c A,Ae9l (forlX, El.E *A)andeachA e9lisanintersectionof setsfrom M(.y),thedefinitionof r(X)maybechangedtor(X):fl{A I X c A,A e M(9)l.Hence,thefollowing algorithm finds for each set X its closure:
Closure (X, M(g)) Assume M(:7): {Ar, ,.., A*l 1.4:E 2.fori:ltolado 2.1 if X c A; then A: A f\ Ai 3. Return A.
Since the step 2,1 needs O(lEl) time, the algorithm finds the closure of X in O(rulEl) time. This algorithm may be applied to conceptual clustering [7, 13] . In many cases the data are represented as a boolean matrix (data table). Every row corresponds to an object and every column to an attribute. These attributes, in turn, extract their own specific subsets of objects which we call single-attribute sels. Considering a cluster as a specific subset of objects which share a commonality of attributes, we focus on those semilattices whose elements are subsets of objects which correspond to all possible combinations of attributes. That is, our object of focus is a semilattice where the set of all irreducible elements corresponds exactly to the family of all single-attribute sets.
2. Inequality constrainti Assume that the set O of feasible solutions is determined by the following inequality constraint: for each H < Q, F(A) r d, where F is defined by a monotone linkage function ?.
ItiseasytoseethatthesetOisaa-levelsetof thefamilyof allsubsets E,i.e.,Q:IX C E: F(X)>a).Since F is a quasi-concave function, the set O is a semilattice. The problem is to find closure r(X) for some set X C E over O, i.e., to find the null of non-empty semilattice 0 A IX , E]. Note that the Level-Set Algorithm(a, X) enables us to find the null of non-empty semilattice QE a V, El)", i.e., r(X) over O. The modified Level-Set Algorithm is as follows:
Quasi-concave Closure (4, X) 1.SetA:X 3.WhileAlEdo 3.1 Set Iq(A): {x e E -A:i(x, A) (a} 3.2It Ia(A) :A then stoP and return A 3.3SetA:AUIc(A) 4. Return A.
Let P be the maximum complexity of ? computation, then the quasi-concave closure algorithm finds the closure r(X) over O in O(PlEl2; time.If the complexity oT?computation is O(lEl), then the complexity of the algorithm is p(El3). 3 . Convex geometry: A set system (8, g) forms a convex geometry if it satisfies the following properties:
if{.e9 andle .f,thenXnY e.f; if X e,/'-tB|,thereexistssome.{ € E -X suchthat XUx e g.
Note that by propefty (ii), E e 9. In onginal works [4, 8] the definition of a convex geometry includes also the requirement that A e 9, whereas other authors [2] do not involve this property in the definition.
Therefore a convex geometry is a semilattice I that includes the set E and satisfies property (ii). Hence, the closure operator r, introduced in the previous section, is defined in a convex geometry. To construct an algorithm for closure detection, consider at first the following proposition: 
